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SOCIOLOGY

"Paper : Soc-4OL

( Modern Sociologlcat Thinkers I

FUII Marks : 70 Pass Marks : 45%;o

Time : 3 hours

( Panr : B-oBscruetrvn )

( Marlss: 45 )

The figures in the margin indicate fuIl marks
for the questions

1. (a) Give a critical view of A. R. Radcliffe-
Brown's concept of social function. g

2. (a)

Or

Explain how Radcliffe-Brown established
the study of society to the status of
natural science. g

Define culture. Elaborate Bronislaw
Malinowski's theory of needs. 1+g=9

Or

(b) Discuss religion and science in the
context of Bronislaw Malinowski. g
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3. (a)

. lr ll tff
Qtor

Expleln thr.oonor4 of Drttcrn variables
by ralcotl Fiflllil,' 'r'r

't"ft, tt

Evaluatc Tdstt Plnonr, AGIL
paradigm,

What lr functlon? Dlrcurr R. K.
Merton's manlfert end lrtcnt function.

2+7=9

1+8=9

Present sociological imagination in the
light of C. W. Mills. g

Or

Discuss the governing system of power
Elite as reflected in the 2Oth century
American Societ5r. g

***

(b)

4. (a)

6. (a)

'n?,
,rrh,
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Or

(b) What is a Reference Group? Explain its
types.

(b)
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The figures in tte margiit indicate full marks for tlw quesdons

SBcttott-I
( Marks: 10 )

Put a Tick (/) mark against the correct
brackets provided :

answer in the
1x 1O= I'O

1. A. R. Radcliffe-Brown

(a) R. K. Merton

(b) Talcott Parsons

(e) W. H' R. Rivers

(d) B. Malinowski
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2. Eunomia refers to ( -.

(a) Diso5der ( )

(b) Good Order t ,. ); "
(c) Non-Order ( )

(d) Misorder ( )

3. Who was designated as "tl At* Chair Worker?

(a) Radcliffe-Brown ( )

(b) R. K. Merton

(c) B. Malinowski

(d) c. w. Mills

4. Derived needs are described as

(a) primary determinism (

(b) secondary determinism

(c) biological impulse (

(d.) basic determinism (
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RelationshiP between a Person
example of

(a) specificitY ( )

(b) universalism ( )

(c/- diffuseness ( )

(d) ascribed ( )

and a cobbler is an

6. Pattern variables are between many alternatives'

(a) relation ( )

(b) choices ( )

(c) situation ( )

(d) condition ( )

T.Thephrase,Self-fulfillingProphecy,isassociated
with

(a) C. W. Mills

(b) Talcott Parsons

(c) R. K. Merton

(d) Vilfredo Pareto
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8. Consequences that erG: eimply, , irrelevant to the
system under consideration are called

(a) function. ( )

(b) dysfunction ( )

(c) non-function ( )

.(d.) malfunction ( )

9. C. W. Mills defined sociological imagination as the
vivid awareness of the relationship between
experience and the wider society.

(a) temporal ( )

(b) personal ( )

(c) public ( )

(d) mutual ( )

.t

10. Rule by few is called the Iron Law of

(a) monocracy

(b) oligarchy

(c) androcracy

(d.) srnocracy
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( Marks: 5 )

lndicate whether the following statements are

False (F ) by putting a Tick (/) mark :

1. The Mother's Brother was the work
Brown.

T?ue (f ) or '

1x5=5

of Radcliffe-

(r/F)

2. Bronislaw Malinowski was from England.

(r / F)

3. Reference GrouPs are conceptual grouPs.

(f / F)

4. The elements of integration are cultural practices.

("/F)

5. Communal is a characteristic of Power Elite'

(r/F)
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( Marks: 1O )

Answer anY fiue of the following i' 2x5=l.O

l.HowistherelationshipbetweenScienceandSociety
observed?
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needs

tr I

as develoPed by BronislawExplain basic
Malinowski.
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3. State the similarities between Magrc and Religion'
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D iffere ntiate be tween Particularism and Universality.
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5. What are instrumental actions?
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Give some characteristics of sociological imagination.
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Explain the Paradigm
Talcott Parsons.

ItzI

of goal attainment given by
7.

***
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